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REFORM TO SOCIAL SECURITY RULES  
WILL PHASE OUT THE USE OF TWO  
POPULAR ADVANCED CLAIMING STRATEGIES 
A Publication of: Heather Piskorz, Vice President - Advanced Markets, GamePlan Financial Marketing, LLC.

Just when you may have thought you had a functional grasp of the Social Security rules, the Bipartisan 
Budget Act of 2015 was signed into law on November 2, 2015 targeting two popular claiming strategies, 
a move that may turn some retirees’ best laid retirement income strategies on their ears and may 
mean less lifetime benefits than they anticipated.1 While the use of file and suspend and restricted 
application have been under budgetary scrutiny before now, the speed by which the legislation 
became law surprised many. Aimed at phasing out these strategies over the next few years, the new 
rules may require some near retirees to re-engineer their planned retirement income strategies or, at the 
very least, become informed as to how these changes may affect their Social Security benefit claiming 
options in the future. Becoming better informed will help you better serve your clients by identifying any 
retirement income gaps where a fixed annuity can be offered as a potential solution.

Changes to the File and Suspend strategy:

Prior to the rule changes, file and suspend was a claiming strategy that could be elected at full 
retirement age (FRA), typically by the higher wage earner, to allow the other spouse to collect benefits 
off the work record of the suspending spouse. By suspending benefits, the higher wage earner (primary 
spouse) would file a claim without having to actually receive a benefit, allowing his/her own benefit 
to earn delayed retirement credits during the suspension period up to age 70.2 The potential benefits 
of the file and suspend strategy prior to the law change were twofold. First, a spouse could collect up 
to 50% of the higher wage earning spouse’s primary insurance amount (PIA) while the primary spouse 
accumulated delayed retirement credits3. Second, if the primary spouse later had a change of heart 
for any reason, a request to the Social Security Administration could be made to collect a lump sum 
payment in the amount of the suspended benefits. The recommenced benefits would then be restored 
to the amount they would have been had they never been suspended in the first place.

The new law allows for a short window of opportunity to still file and suspend benefits to retain 
the additional options under the old rules described above. Individuals who were born prior to 
May 1, 1950 have the option of filing for their Social Security retirement benefits and immediately 
suspending them by April 30, 2016 in order to allow a spouse or dependent to collect benefits 
under their work record during the suspension period. These individuals will also preserve the right 
to later change their mind and request a lump sum payment of all suspended benefits.4 Keep in 
mind that it isn’t enough to simply meet the age requirement (age 66 by April 30th); an eligible 
individual must also contact the Social Security Administration no later than the April 30, 2016 
deadline to file and suspend his/her claim. Also grandfathered under these rules are eligible 
individuals who have already adopted the file and suspend strategy.

1  H.R. 1314 – Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, 11/02/2015 Became Public Law 114-74.
2  Social Security Administration – Retirement Planner: Suspending Retirement Benefit Payments,  
 November 2015
3 Social Security Administration – Retirement Planner: Benefits for Your Spouse, November 2015
4 H.R. 1314 – Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, Title VIII, Sec. 831(b)
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What does this mean for individuals born after April 30, 1950 or those who meet the age requirement 
but fail to file and suspend by the deadline? For starters, as of May 1, 2016, filing and suspending 
as a means to allow a spouse or dependent to claim benefits off the suspending spouse’s record is 
no longer an option. The new rules require that the primary spouse will actually have to claim his/
her benefit in order for a spouse or dependent to be eligible for spousal or dependent benefits. The 
potential challenge for some affected couples will be to weigh the reward of the primary spouse’s 
ability to earn delayed retirement credits against the lost opportunity for the other spouse or 
dependent to claim benefits during that same suspension period. Particularly in the case of a non-
working or ineligible spouse, the reliance on the primary wage earner to actually collect their benefit 
to enable the ineligible spouse to collect benefits off their record may require a careful examination 
of the risk and rewards of the claiming age decision.

Phase out of the Restricted Application Strategy:

The other significant change is the gradual elimination of the restricted application strategy. Prior 
to the new rules outlined in the Bipartisan Budget Act, an individual who is entitled to their own 
retirement benefit as well as a spousal (or ex-spousal) benefit may, at full retirement age, elect to 
restrict their claim to spousal benefits only and allow their own benefit to earn delayed retirement 
credits during the same time period, up to age 70.5

Under the new rules, individuals who will not be age 62 by the end of 2015 will no longer have the 
option to file a restricted application for spousal benefits only. If they are entitled to both their own 
benefit as well as a spousal benefit, they will be deemed to file for both benefits at once and will 
receive the higher of the two benefit amounts, regardless of when the claim is made.6

Those who meet the age requirement (born in 1953 or earlier) will still retain the option to restrict 
their application to spousal benefits only once they reach their full retirement age. So, effectively, 
the phase out of this strategy will occur over a 4 year period; those who are 62 now will still have 
the option to restrict their application four years from now at age 66. Another notable difference 
is that, while the file and suspend strategy requires an affirmative election with the Social Security 
Administration by an eligible individual no later than April 30, 2016, simply attaining age 62 by the 
end of 2015 preserves an individual’s right to file a restricted application to spousal or ex-spousal 
benefits in the future.

Practical Considerations:

Some financial professionals might argue that, with these rule changes, the topic of Social Security 
and its potential impact on a retiree’s overall retirement income planning strategy has, almost 
overnight, become a “non-topic”. This couldn’t be further from the truth. With these changes likely 
comes a greater need for consumers to understand and navigate their options and to perhaps 
re-visit previously planned Social Security claiming strategies that now may not be available 
to them. As a financial professional, particularly those whose practices focus on assisting in the 
development of retirement income planning strategies for their clients, you are presented with an 
opportunity to help your clients understand what these rules could mean given their own unique 
situations. Utilizing Social Security retirement benefits as the starting point of exploring retirement 
income options, you can help your clients identify any retirement income gaps where a fixed 
annuity can be offered as a potential solution.

5 Social Security Administration – Retirement Planner: Benefits for Your Spouse, November 2015 
6 H.R. 1314 – Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, Title VIII, Sec. 831(a)
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The new rules only affect and eventually eliminate the uses of the file and suspend and the 
restricted application strategies. Understand that, at least for now, no other Social Security 
claiming-related rules have changed. The possibility to coordinate survivor benefits with one’s own 
benefit still remains a useful option to potentially enhance overall retirement benefits. The ability to 
earn delayed retirement credits up to a maximum of 8% per 12 month period if one elects to delay 
claiming beyond full retirement age up to age 70 remains unchanged.7 And, finally, no changes 
have been made to the definition of full retirement age.

It is important for you to help your clients determine, on an individual basis, particularly when 
working with couples, where each of them falls on the continuum of options. It is likely that, at 
some point, you will work with one that is entitled to one or both of the grandfathered strategies 
while the other spouse isn’t entitled to either. By familiarizing yourself with these new rules and how 
the two sets of grandfathering deadlines apply independently both by strategy and by individual, 
you may become or retain your position as an important resource in helping your clients and 
prospects understand their claiming options which may lead to increased insurance sales 
opportunities for you.

*FRA: Full retirement age = 66 for those born 1954 or earlier
**If former spouse is at least age 62 but not yet collecting, may sti l l  collect ex-spousal benefits if divorce 
occurred more than two years prior to claiming.
***Grandfathered individuals who fi le and suspend by the deadline preserve the right to request a lump 
sum payment of all suspended benefits should they later change their mind.

This chart is intended to be used for informational purposes only and is no guarantee of future Social 
Security benefits.  Please note that GamePlan Financial Marketing, LLC, its affi l iated companies, and 
their representatives do not give legal or Social Security advice. Encourage your clients to consult their 
attorney or the Social Security Administration via their local office or online at ssa.gov.

Summary of Social Security Changes  
Made under the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015

Currently married
Unmarried and  

divorced spouse  
(Previously married 10+ years)

Parents with  
eligible 

dependent

Surviving 
spouse

Individual

File and 
suspend

Restricted 
application

File and 
suspend

Restricted 
application

File and 
suspend

File and 
suspend

Born  
Apr. 30, 1950,  

or earlier

Still 
available at 
FRA*; must 

file and 
suspend by  

Apr. 30, 2016.

Still 
available 
at FRA* if 
otherwise  
eligible for 

spousal 
benefits. Not 

applicable

Still available 
at FRA* as 

long as  
former 

spouse also  
age 62+ and  

collecting 
his/her 

benefit.**

Still available 
at FRA*; 

must file and 
suspend by 

Apr. 30, 2016.

Survivor benefits 
unaffected 

by new rules. 
May still 

independently 
choose timing 

of when to 
start survivor 

and individual 
retirement 
benefits.

Still available 
at FRA*; 

must file and 
suspend by  

Apr. 30, 2016. ***

Born 1953  
or earlier

Not eligible. 
Must claim 

own benefit 
in order for 
a spouse 
to collect 
a spousal 
benefit.

Not eligible. 
Must claim 

own benefit 
in order for 
an eligible 

child to 
collect a 

dependent 
benefit.

May no 
longer request 

lump sum 
payment of 

all suspended 
benefits.

Born 1954  
or later

Not eligible Not eligible

7 Social Security Administration- Retirement Planner: Delayed Retirement Credits, December 2015.
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HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE  
THE APPLICATION OF THE NEW RULES:
Example 1: 

Tom, born 2/15/50 (age 65) and Jane, born 12/11/52 (age 63) are a married couple. Jane is not 
entitled to her own benefits but Tom’s projected full retirement age monthly benefit is $2,600. The 
couple would like to enhance their overall Social Security retirement benefits. 

Because Tom will be 66 by April 30, 2016, he may elect to file and suspend his benefits by the April 
30th deadline and preserve the right to allow Jane to collect a spousal benefit off his record while 
he delays his own to earn delayed retirement credits, up to 8% per year until Tom reaches age 70. 

If Tom had, instead, been born in 1951(age 64), he would have to actually claim his own benefit in 
order for Jane to be eligible to receive spousal benefits under his record. If Tom elected to suspend his 
retirement benefit to earn delayed retirement credits (and potentially create a higher survivor benefit), 
Tom and Jane would need to determine whether or not Tom’s delayed retirement credits would 
provide a potentially more favorable overall lifetime benefit amount over Jane’s lost spousal benefit.

Example 2:

Jack and his wife, Lynley, both age 64, have had successful careers and have not yet filed for Social 
Security retirement benefits. Jack’s estimated FRA monthly benefit is $2,639 and Lynley’s estimated 
FRA monthly benefit is $2,615. Both meet the grandfathering requirement to preserve the ability 
to file a restricted application for spousal benefits only (age 62 or older by end of 2015). However, 
because neither will be 66 by April 30, 2016, they do not meet the eligibility requirement that would 
allow one of them to file and suspend his/her benefit so the other could collect a spousal benefit, 
and while both of their own retirement benefits could potentially earn delayed retirement credits up 
to age 70. Therefore, if they would like for Lynley to collect 50% of Jack’s full retirement age benefit 
at age 66, Jack will have to begin collecting his own benefit for her to be able to do so.

Example 3:

Emily was married for 12 years to John before divorcing 4 years ago.  Emily is currently age 60, 
still working, but has heard that she may be entitled to ex-spousal benefits under John’s record. 
Emily’s projected FRA monthly benefit is estimated to be $2,500. John, age 62, has a projected 
FRA monthly benefit of $2,200. Emily’s plans to wait until her FRA to collect 50% of John’s benefit 
(file a restricted application for ex-spousal benefits only) and delay collecting her own until age 
70. Unfortunately, because she was born after 1953, and therefore not eligible to file a restricted 
application, this strategy will not work. When Emily later files for benefits, regardless of her age 
at the time of her claim, her own benefit will be paid first. Because her own benefit will always 
be higher than any ex-spousal benefit she could receive under John’s record, she will simply not 
receive the ex-spousal benefit and will rely on her own benefit in retirement.

These hypothetical examples are for illustrative purposes only.  Please note that GamePlan Financial 
Marketing, LLC, its affiliated companies, and their representatives do not give legal or Social Security advice. 
Encourage your clients to consult their attorney or the Social Security Administration via their local office or 
online at ssa.gov.


